In today’s economy new ideas represent
sustenance for economic growth. Our global
economy has become more accessible because of the
information age. The need to have more secure business
transactions have become more of a challenge, as a result.
It is evident in today’s business world that our financial
information is dangerously vulnerable to hacking and theft. This
generally leaves consumers afraid to transact business using
third party systems. As information technology becomes
increasingly sophisticated so does the ability to improve the
way financial transactions are conducted.
The word “cryptocurrency” represents the ability to move
currency (or a measure value) in such a way that is faster,
verified, and without interference. As we embrace this new
currency, we want to also have the accessibility worldwide to
circulate wealth and value within the Black community.
Our community now faces challenges with the access of
capital in many forms. Furthermore, our government seems to
continuously reduce or eliminate programs that were
specifically put into place to support and uplift the black
community.
Our new cryptocurrency token will provide an avenue to
support communities that are being neglected by failed current
government programs. We are SABLEASSENT, the world’s first
global Black business marketplace cryptocurrency and
community support system.

Our tokens will be
available to circulate amongst
1.5 billion Black people around
the world, which is supported
by $1.25 trillion dollars in
Black spending annually.

Presently, the Jewish dollar circulates
within their community between 8 to 15
times, the Caucasian dollar circulates
between 6 to 12 times, and the Hispanic
dollar circulates between 3 to 6 times,
but the African American dollar circulates
six hours.

With the Global Assent
Token active wallet, we can embrace and support Black owned
businesses globally. This provides residual resources to Black
owned non-profits who are actively serving in their community.

What is the primary goal of SABLEASSENT?
We are a digital currency platform that embraces and
supports the economic systems of the Black community and its
businesses including non-profit organizations. We know and
understand that non-profit organizations in our community are
the fabric of our heritage. However, this fabric is not as strong
as it should be due to the lack of consistent flow of currency
which is the life blood of the Black economy. For this reason,
we plan to employ people from our communities through a
group we call the Assent Team. The Assent team is our global
staff that preforms customer engagement and marketing in
exchange for Global Assent Tokens; ensuring our currency’s
value is backed by our community through real-estate as well
as other business ventures needed therein.
What are the overall goals of SABLEASSENT?
• Give black-owned businesses access to a global network value
exchange.
• Connect with non-profits to create business relationships
and/or partnerships that would maintain ongoing financial
support.
• Provide an easy and safe way for our customers to engage in
transactions with Global Assent Tokens without large fees, hold
times, and interest payments.
• Provide a physical debit card for simple cash transfers.

• Provide a user-friendly application for smartphones, tablets,
and personal computers.
• Create interactive trading platforms to enable our customers
to trade for other cryptocurrencies and grow their own Global
Assent Tokens.
• Facilitate ongoing financial donations to our non-profits.
• Create a five-point verification process that allows the
unemployed population the opportunity to work from home.
• Use the Global Assent Token to buy real-estate in the black
communities to increase token value.

What is the objective of SABLEASSENT?
The objective is to use our platform as a central hub for
businesses and non-profits to work cohesively and exchange
resources that will elevate a community and ultimately an
entire generation. Using the Global Assent Token in the Pan
African marketplace will stimulate the Black economy to create
a robust economic system.
We hope to create an exchange of goods between the people,
by the people and for the people, and leave no one behind.

What are the SABLEASSENT innovations?
This new cryptocurrency will grant unprecedented access of
capital to anyone who chooses to embrace it. The
SABLEASSENT blockchain is a unique collaboration of Pan
African business-to-business transactions. We stabilize our
communities through reinvestment and self-employment. Our
mobile wallet allows transparent transactions in a casual
format, this improves the way we participate with each other in
decentralized financial transactions.
How will the SABLEASSENT platform work?
Our platform starts with our website which will have resources
for business and non-profit organizations. The website will
include an online wallet and trading platform to maintain and
trade your tokens for other valuable tokens.
Upon opening a wallet, all users will receive a wallet address
and access to an exclusive social network filled with investment
tips and global Black news. Our non-profits will be contacted to
receive a wallet and gift tokens. Upon participation in the
online trading platform as a vendor, those users will receive
their own personal listing within our global network database.
Larger corporations can choose to pay additional fees for global
business marketing to be carried out by our Assent team if
needed.
Our most important feature is our five-point verification
security system which starts with the following:

• Mobile application with participating devices
• Two-part email verification
• Picture with facial recognition and ID verification
• A welcome interview and overview that verifies the
application
• A conference call, participation and training
Another important feature of our platform is our commitment
to creating stronger global communities. The Assent team
opportunity is provided to users who want to earn Global
Assent Tokens. They will receive weekly pay and quarterly
bonuses in GAT. Token Ambassadors will be provided with the
opportunity to stake tokens and administrate verifier nodes.
With the work equity created by our Assent team,
SABLEASSENT will purchase and revitalize both residential and
commercial real estate as well as struggling businesses.
Why is SABLEASSENT selling tokens?
Our primary target is the new cryptocurrency economy, and to
have a value currency in our Black community which generates
confidence and trust. The sale of our tokens provides the
necessary tool to build our currency and have a solid
foundation to provide ongoing financial resources to our nonprofit and unemployed Black workforce. In addition,
SABLEASSENT will leverage our currency for other valuable
assets to ensure longevity for our currency. Sale of tokens will

benefit the national and global markets by employing
thousands of ready, willing, and able Black people.
What are Global Assent Tokens?
As we discussed earlier, cryptocurrency is
a way for people to exchange currency
and perform transactions digitally. These
transactions are performed in an online
wallet supplied by SABLEASSENT. Each
number in a transaction will represent a
percentage of the token depending on its
value. The value of the token is based on
the economic efficiencies spending trends
of the Black community.

How many tokens ?
SABLEASSENT will distribute
its Global Assent Token in a
five-tier process, with 1 billion
tokens available
as follows:
• 10% on reserve for
marketing corporate
partnership and consumer
marketing

• 10% open to private
investors, at the pee-launch
phase

We will have our tokens available on
many exchange markets for all of our
• 40% at launch of token
users to trade openly. Global Assent
offering
Token will be used to buy anything that a
• 20% released at 1% per year
over the next 20 years
traditional dollar can buy in a peer to peer
way from anywhere in the world in a matter of minutes.

Who are your SABLEASSENT corporate officers and marketing
team?

SABLEASSENT headquarters are located in Miami, FL. We have
an established marketing team around the world to build our
database on 20-plus online marketing and information
platforms. Our daily work will include contacting large and
small companies to provide a presence on our platform and
open an online wallet.
Our company’s ability to provide quarterly donations to our
non-profits combined with our Assent team forms a durable
platform to create stable communities worldwide.
Therefore, SABLEASSENT will achieve success by increasing
information security, personal safety, and quality customer
service through the use of decentralized transparent blockchain
technology in the form of digital tokens.

Become a part of a global movement with SABLEASSENT today.

Contact Us
350 Lincoln Rd Miami Beach FL,33139
Fax: 1-888-208-1960
Phone: 1-888-860-2370
INFO@SABLEASSENT.COM
MONDAY - SUNDAY 7:30AM - 9:30PM

